
Walking/Coun�ng Steps 

Set a �mer…   

Great advice = The first 10 minutes is simply a nego�a�on.  Always remember this.  

If you are trying to get up earlier, exercise, cook instead of ordering out, or clean 

out your closet, always remember the first 10 minutes is a nego�a�on.                

Intellectually you want to follow through with the desired task, but ge$ng your 

ac�ons to reflect the desired task is o&en a mind game of nego�a�on.  This        

nego�a�on is o&en lost and the task le& undone.  If you remember that the first 10 

minutes is simply a mind game of nego�a�on, then you will likely be more          

successful.   

Do it anyway!  Remember to start the task regardless of how you feel with the 

promise of con�nuing for 10 minutes.  Set a �mer.  Once you have started and 

reached 10 minutes we guarantee the likelihood of stopping altogether is very low.  

O&en you feel like con�nuing and maybe even con�nuing past your minimum goal 

for this program of 15 minutes.  Win the nego�a�on by se$ng a �mer and see what happens. 

Manage your �me… 

Don’t forget that 15 minutes of walking will get your oxygen flowing.  If you are having a hard �me thinking or focusing, maybe 

a lunch�me 15 minute walk will be just what you need.  Extra oxygen will not only energize you, wake you up, and fill you with 

a good flush of feel good hormones, but it will also provide the extra brain power to problem solve.   

This extra energy combined with a �mer mentality could be just what you need to focus on your “To Do”  list as well as         

priori�ze and organize your day!   

Warning = be realis�c about the �me you have to devote.  If you are going to use the “�mer” method, then keep it short.       

10-15 minutes at most.  If you can keep going just reset the �mer.  Once at a place where you no longer need mo�va�on, then 

turn off the �mer all together.  However, if you are struggling for mo�va�on and can only do the minimal 15 minutes then truly 

feel great about walking for 15 minutes.   

 

Use the �mer method ANYTIME you need mo�va�on to get started on something your struggling to do. 


